
 



Precious Maria and Peter, 

But I have a few things against you: Why have you grown old and lost your radical 

fire for Me? Where did you lose your extreme faith and acquired the fear of man? 

And why have you followed lately the churches, compromising also your doctrine 

and obedience with the System? And My most important question, WHY HAVE 

YOU DENIED AND REJECTED SO BLATANTLY MY COUNTLESS PROPHECIES ABOUT 

THE TFI FANTASTIC FUTURE? You know you have done so with your Reboot stand.  

Don’t worry nevertheless, as It’s in My plans to allow the Enemy deceive you for a 

while, in order to try, humble and purify all of you in the Family, but when I have 

done so, then I will raise my Endtime prophets out of your humble and trampled 

ranks in order to fulfill My prophecies. These are Mine, and not yours, my little 

worms of Jacob. I do love you, and I am simply waiting on you to awake, shake off 

the dust of your sins of pride and fears of man and re-start again the simple road 

of obedience to My Endtime calling.  

But time is running over, and at some point I will have to stop ringing the bell, and 

will have to close the book and, and softly blow out your candles with a kiss, while 

I call out other witnesses to volunteer for the delicate and very important task I 

want to give to YOU, My tender, weak and delicate Endtime witnesses. DO NOT 

FEAR, THIS IS MY TASK, THIS IS MY JOB, THIS IS MY TIME, AND I WILL BE THE ONE 

WHO WILL DO IT THROUGH YOU, IF YOU JUST BOW YOUR HEADS AND YIELD 

COMPLETELY ONCE AGAIN TO ME AND YOUR CALLING. 

 

Your Jesus.   

I have created you and placed you just where you are at the moment. You are 

very close to My heart, and your reward is big for all your tireless years of 

continually serving Me, leading My Family International as a sample for many in 

Heaven and on Earth. 
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